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New Editor required for YOUR Society's Journal 

The Society desperately needs a new and dedicated Editor. He (or she) does not need an encyclopaedic 
knowledge of Russian philately, for an able Committee stands ready to advise when wanted. What IS needed 
is someone with time to read articles offered, time for correspondence, ability with a computer (most printers 
prefer and work best with text submitted on disc) and, if possible, some knowledge of printing processes. 

The Journal enjoyed the brilliant editorship oflvo Steyn from No 65 to No 81; his health problems meant that 
No 81 - a treble-sized commemorative issue - was a near miraculous feat for which we are very grateful. We 
trust that Ivo's move to the benevolent climate of California will bring him better health and much happiness 
among our many members on the West Coast 

This Journal (82) is the work of a committee and bears some of the marks of such a compilation. The 
temporary Editorial Board did an excellent job in scrutinising material. Production fell to the lot of your 
President/Librarian who, with the welcome help of his wife, converted the text into disc format for delivery 
to the printers. Unfortunately this, also, was delayed by illness - mainly the current version of flu. However, 
although later than hoped for, it is now in your hands. 
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An 1866 Telegraph Form of St Petersburg 

JVWoollam 

The Russian Telegraph service was introduced for the general public in 1866, but only in St 

Petersburg and its suburbs. 

Prigara in his book, pages 105-106, describes the issue on 22nd May 1866 of 'Stamped 

Telegraph Forms' for use at the St Petersburg City Public Telegraph. These forms were 

withdrawn from use at the end of 1868. The first issue had the inscription '40 kopek 40' in 

the side panels which was the rate within the City Telegraph and for a telegram containing 

up to 20 words. Additional fees were paid for by purchasing the special telegraph stamp. 

The illustration accompanying this article is of a similar looking Telegraph form. 

The differences are that the issue listed by Prigara has the value of 40 kopeks in the side panel 

and was printed with a rose coloured border. This example has no value printed and is in pale 

blue. The style of typography of the lettering is in places different, but the date of issue is 

the same - 22nd May 1866 - the official date of issue. 

It is addressed to Colonel Grove ( could be Grave) at Finland Barracks, Vasilievsky Island, St 

Petersburg, from a member of his family. Is this a special version of the St Petersburg City 

Telegraph form for use to Military addresses, and where pre-payment was not required? 

Is it recorded? 

On the reverse are printed the regulations for sending and receiving telegrams. 
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Actual size: 20 x 24 cm 
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Domestic 'Banderol' Rates of Imperial Russia and RSFSR 

A Epstein 

The sending of printed matter is in many cases the cheapest type of post. While the postal rates of Russia have 
already been published for the commonest kinds of mail, such as postcards and letters [References 1 & 2], this 
is not the case for printed matter. Although printed matter as a collection field is far from being common, 
knowledge of the correct postal rates is also important for the postal history collector. 

Although standard dictionaries translate the word banderol in Russian (probably from the German word 
Banderole) as 'printed matter' (if a kind of mail) or 'wrapper' (if a cover for printed matter) and vice versa, 
the term banderol is wider in its scope than mere printed matter. There were actually three types of banderol 
mail in Russia, each with its different postal rates -
(A): Printed matter; (B): Business papers; and (C): Commercial samples. It should also be mentioned that 
from the beginning of the 1900s until December 1915, greeting postcards (no more than a 5-word message) 
and visiting cards within open envelopes were sent according to the printed matter rates. Since the English 
word banderol has quite other meanings we are using it hereunder in quotes, ie having in mind its meaning 
in Russian or German. 

According to postal regulations [Reference 3] the 'banderol' rates (A) were applied to "any kind of 
impressions or reproductions on paper, parchment or cardboard without relation to their content: newspapers, 
books, notes, visiting or invitation cards, proofs (with or without manuscripts), engravings, photos (separately 
and in albums), drawings, schemes, catalogues, advertisements and notices reproduced by print, hectography 
or any other easily recognised mechanical method, except typewriter impressions and copies manufactured by 
a hand press or copying press". 

The following was to be pre-paid according to the 'banderol' rates (B): "all fully or partly manuscript or drawn 
papers and documents having no nature of a current or personal correspondence, eg old letters (unsealed), 
court, notary and other statements, copies (and extracts from them), schemes, bills, invoices, musical sheets, 
manuscripts of writing, pupils' works without estimation of their satisfactoriness, etc." 

Lastly the 'banderol' rates (C) were to be applied to "objects having no commercial value and consisting only 
of fragments of items, of separate parts or of incomplete or spoiled articles sufficient to give an idea of the 
object of which they are part, or of the kind of article. Specimens of fabric, grains, flour, powders, liquids etc 
are allowed in such quantity that cannot be regarded as a dispatch of goods. Typographic cliches are not 
recognised as samples" 

Special stamped wrappers or postal stationery were issued in Imperial Russia from 1890 though to 1913. 
There were three separate issues of such wrappers [References 4-7]. 

The postal rates, listed below, for the Imperial period (incl the Provisional Government 1917) were published 
first by B Kaminski [Reference 2] and those, for the RSFSR period, were collected by the Author from the 
official journals of the Soviet Postal Adminstration (Pochtovo= Telegrafnyi Zhumal for 1918-1919; Bulleten' 
Narodnogo Kommissariata Pocht y Telegrafov for 1919-1921; Vestnik Svyazi for 1921-1923). 
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* Starred figures in the following tables refer to the Notes. 
# Rates preceded by # are applicable to both Local and Inland. 

A. Printed matter B. Business papers C.Samples 

Local Inland Local Inland Local Inland 

21.05.66 lk/3_lots 
01.01.70 2k/3_ lots 
01.01.72 lk/item 2k/3 lots 2k/3 lots 
19.06.75 2k/4 lots 2k/4lots 2k4 lots 
20.03.79 2k/4 lots # 2k/4 lots (min 7k) # 2k/4 lots (min 3k) 
01.04.89 lk/1 lot *1 #2k/4 lots 2k/4 lots 

(to 1 lot) min5k 
2k/8 lots (SPB, M) 
(>l lot) min3k 

(other towns) 
15.03.09 the same for all towns 

(min 3k) *2 
15.08.17 2k/l lot 2k/2 lot 2k/2 lot 2k/l lot # lk/1 lot 

(to l lot) min 15k min lOk 
2k/4 lot 
(>l lot) 

28.02.18 2k/l lot # Sk/1 lot # 5k/1 lot 
#min lOk min50k min 75k #min50k 

15.09.18 # lk/1 lot # 25k/l lot # 2k/l lot 
#min5k min20k min30k #min20k 

1-5.11.19 # lOk/1 lot # lOk/1 lot # lOk/1 lot 
*3 #min50k #min50k #min50k 

13.12.19 #25k/1 lot # 25k/l lot # 25k/l lot 
#min50k #min50k #min50k 

10-20.03.20 *3 
# 50kt 1 lot # 50k/l lot # 50k/l lot 
#min lr #min lr #min lr 

16.04.21 # lr/1 lot # lr/1 lot # lr/1 lot 
#min2r #min2r #min2r 

15.08.21 IOOr lOOr # l OOr/4 lots # 1 OOr/4 lots 
8 lots 4lots 

01.0222 1500r 1500r #3000r/50 g #3000r/50g 
*4,5 100g 50g # min l0,500r # min l0,500r 

15.04.22 10,000r 10,000r #20,000/50g #20,000/50g 
100g 50g min min min min 

01.10.22 3r/100g 2r/50g 3r/100g 2r/50g 3r/100g 2r/50g 
*6 min5r min lOr min5r minlOr 

01.11.22 6r/100g 4r/50g 6r/100g 4r/50g 6r/100g 4r/50g 
min lOr min20r min lOr min20r 

01.12.22 10r/50g 20r/50g 10r/50g 20r/50g 10r/50g 20r/50g 
min 15r min 30r min25r min50r 

01.01.23 25k/50g 50k/50g 25k/50g 50k/50g 25/50g 50k/50g 
*7 min40k min75k min65k min lr25k 

10.03.23 40k/50g 75k/50g 40k/50g 75k/50g 40k/50g 75k/50g 
min55k min lr15k min95k min lr90k 

01.05.23 50k/50g lr/50g 50k/50g lr/50g 50k/50g lr/50g 
min 75k min lr50k min lr25k min2r50k 

20.05.23 75k/50g lr50k/50g 75k/50g lr50k/50g 75k/50g lr50k/50g 
min lr5k min2r25k min lr90k min3r75k 

10.06.23 lr/50g 2r/50g lr/50g 2r/50g lr/50g 2r/50g 
min lr50k min3r min2r50k min5r 

05.07.23 lr50k/50g 3r/50g lr50k/50g 3r/50g lr50k/50g 3r/50g 
min2r25k min4r50k min3r75k min 7r50k 

20.08.23 2r50k/50g 5r/50g 2r50k/50g 5r/50g 2r50k/50g 5r/50g 
min3r75k min 7r50k min 6r25k min 12r50k 

01.09.23 4r/50g 8r/50g 4r/50g 8r/50g 4r/50g 8r/50g 
min6r min 12r min lOr min20r 

16.09.23 6r50k/50g 13r/50g 6r50k/50g 13r/50g 6r50k/50g 13r/50g 
min9r75k min21r min 16r25k min32r50k 

01.10.23 1k/50g 2k/50g 2k/50g 4k/50g 2k/50g 4k/50g 
*8 min3k min5k min4k min9k 

--------------
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The above rates are for ordinary mail. Printed matter could also be sent registered with the registration fee collected. This fee was the following: 

Date Registration fee 

19.06.75 10k + 5k for receipt 
20.03.79 7k 

21.09.14 10k 
15.08.17 20k 
28.02.18 70k 

15.09.18 25k 

01.01.19 25k 

01-05.11.19 *3 3r 
10-20.03.20 *3 5r 
15.08.21 l,OOOr 
01.02.22 15,000r *4,5 
15.04.22 100,000r 
01.10.22 15r *6 

01.11.22 30r 

01.12.22 40r 

01.01.23 lr *7 

10.03.23 lr50k 

01.05.23 2r 

20.05.23 3r 

10.06.23 4r 

05.07.23 6r 

20.08.23 Sr 

01.09.23 12r 

16.09.23 20r 

01.10.23 6k*8 

Notes: 
*1 1 lot= 13.8g 
*2 As of 01.01.13 a special postal rate lk/16 lots for printed matter with embossed letters for blind persons was introduced 
*3 The first figure for the day relates to Moscow and Petrograd; the second figure to the rest of the country. 
*4 These rates were actually introduced in a conventional gold currency. At the time 1 gold kopek = 1,500 paper rubies. 
*5 It seems that as of April 1, 1922 the gold kopek-to-paper ruble ration was altered to 1:2000. The rates in paper money were respectively to be 

altered as well, but no corresponding information was found in the official journal. 
*6 rubies of 1922 = 10,000 former rubies 
*7 rubles of 1923 = 100 rubies of 1922 
*8 In gold currency. Properly, the postal rates in gold currency were introduced again as early as from August 20, 1923; but a particular ration of 

gold to paper currency was established and the twice changed - that is reflected inn the rates of September 1 and September 16. As of October 

1, this ratio was altered daily (see the table in [l]) until December 1 when the postage stamps of the RDFSR were finally withdrawn from use. 
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Lodz Kolyushki - T.P.O. or Station 

George S Miskin 

Thanks to good friends I have been given the opportunity to study a further 24 examples of registered mail 
from Lodz Fabrichnaya station which, added to my own items, Jack Moyes' cover in BJRP 70, and one other 
from an unknown source, leads me to conclude that some of the cancellations illustrated in that journal and in 
Kiryushkin & Robinson Russian Railway Postmarks are not T.P.O. marks but station cancels. 

The Postmarks 

Moyes TYPE 4 (K&R 'fype 1 serial l) is stated to have been used from 25.6.99 to 2.12.08. 
I can add serial 2 used 25.6.09. These are illustrated as Pla and Plb. 

Moyes TYPE 5 [large] (K&R 'fype 2 serial a(2)) is stated to have been used from 5.11.09 to 1915. 
I can pre-date that to 5.10.09. This is illustrated as P2. 

Moyes TYPE 5 [small] (K&R type 2 serial a(l)) is stated to have been used from 3.13 to 9.13. 
I can extend that period from 23.8.12 to 13.3.14. This is illustrated as P3. 

The '3' labels 

'Lodz Zh.-d otd./Petrokov. gub' - single example used 01.06.01. Illustrated as Zl 
'Lodz I zhel.dor.p.o.' - used 1.9.02 to 29.4.03. Illustrated as Z2 
'Lodz I zhel. dor. stantsiya' - used 11.8.06 to 29.10.06. Illustrated as Z3 
'Lodz I vokzal' - used 25.6.09 to 18.5.14. Illustrated as Z4 
'Lodz - vokzal' - single example used 21.2.14. Illustrated as Z5 

The 'R' labels 

'No ... / Lodz c.' with manuscript 'Bahn' - used 25.6.09 to 22.11.09. Illustrated as Rl 
'Lodz gare / No .. .' - used 22.10.10 to 7.2.13. Illustrated as R2 
'Lodz c./ No .. .' with manuscript 'gare' - used 11.4.13 to 21.2.14. Illustrated as R3 
'Lodz gare / No .. .' (different style) - used 13.3.14 to 18.5.14. Illustrated as R4 

The covers 

Date Origination Destination Postmark 3' label 'R' label 

01.06.01 Lodz London Pla Zl Nil 
01.09.02 Lodz Leipzig Pla Z2 Nil 
29.04.03 Lodz France Pla Z2 Dotted 'R' 
11.08.06 Lodz Hoechst Plb Z3 Nil 
29.10.08 Lodz Zwickau Plb Z3 Nil 
25.06.09 Lodz Zwickau Plb Z4 Rl 
05.10.09 Lodz Zwickau P2 Z4 Rl 
13.10.09 Lodz Zwickau P2 Z4 Rl 
22.11.09 Lodz Zwickau P2 Z4 Rl 
22.10.10 Lodz Zwickau P2 Z4 R2 
13.01.12 Lodz Zwickau P2 Z4 R2 
14.02.12 Lodz Zwickau P2 Z4 R2 
15.05.12 Lodz Zwickau P2 Z4 R2 
23.08.12 Lodz Zwickau P3 Z4 R2 
13.10.12 Lodz Zwickau P3 Z4 R2 
31.10.12 Lodz Zwickau P3 Z4 R2 
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Source unknown 

BJRP70 

printed 'Zakaznoe' 
printed 'Zakaznoe' 
printed 'Zakaznoe' 
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The covers 

Date Origination Destination 

04.12.12 Lodz Zwickau 

09.01.13 Lodz Zwickau 

06.02.13 Lodz Zwickau 
07.02.13 Lodz Zwickau 

11.04.13 Lodz Zwickau 

12.04.13 Lodz Zwickau 

05.09.13 Lodz Zwickau 
09.12.13 Lodz Zwickau 
09.01.14 Lodz Zwickau 
21.02.14 Lodz Zwickau 
13.03.14 Lodz Zwickau 
07.05.14 Lodz Zwickau 
18.05.14 Lodz Zwickau 

" 
g. 9 

I 
bi 

' ,j 

~ . 25 I 

1 · -'i\. . 

10 

Postmark 3' label 

P3 ZA 
P3 ZA 
P3 ZA 
P3 ZA 
P2 ZA 
P2 ZA 
P3 ZA 
P3 ZA 
P2 ZA 
P3 Z5 
P3 ZA 
P2 ZA 
P2 ZA 

--- -
' .. ,,. .... 
I 

. .. ,~ 

'R' label 

R2 
R2 
R2 
R2 
R3 
R3 
R3 
R3 
R3 
R3 
R4 
R4 
R4 

Notes 

h.stamp 'Zakaznoe 

printed 'Zakaznoe' 

printed 'Zakaznoe' 
printed 'Zakaznoe' 
printed 'Zakaznoe' 
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Analysis 

Firstly let me add some information to the original article. 

The three examples of type Plb were applied as despatch marks thus confirming Moyes' hypothesis that this 
was applied to mail arriving loose and not pre-bagged; also that this canceller was kept at Lodz. 

The usage of types P2 and P3 do not appear to have change-over dates; therefore it is probable that the two 
cancellers were issued to two people in accordance with the normal practice. 

Even with this comparatively (and unusually) large sample of mail there are no cancellers specifically 
designated Lodz Fabrichnaya Station; which - bearing in mind the registration labels printed - lend me to 
strongly suspect that no such canceller existed. 

The registration markings 

All the examples have a '3' label indicating use at a station. 
All but the five earliest examples have 'R' labels. From 25.06.09 to 22.11.09 a 'Lodz c.' [central] 'label with 
manuscript 'Bahn'[hot] [German - railway station], from 22.10.10 a purpose printed 'Lodz gare' label. from 
11.04.13 to 21.02.14 a 'Lodz c.' with manuscript 'gare' and from 13.03.14 to 18.05.14 a new-style 'Lodz gare' 
label. 
From my collection and records I have only two PW labels; one being of the 'Utilitarian' type (17.02.28)' the 
other being a 'mute R' label (30.04.56). All other registered T.P.O. items have manuscript 'P.V.' endorsement 
or handstamped cachets. 
Note that PW cachets were introduced in March 1914, so if the two latest Lodz covers were T.P.O. registered 
they would have received such a cachet. 

Conclusions 

That the postmarks Pla, Plb, P2 and P3 were station cancels and not T.P.O. cancels. 
That there was no canceller designated 'Lodz Fabrichnaya Station'. 

My thanks are given to Alan Blunt, Timo Bergholm, Jack Moyes and Trevor Pateman. 
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For Want of a Censor, the Office was Lost 

David M Skipton 

In postal history collecting, stumbling across an unknown postmark or a previously un-recorded rate is one of 
the greatest joys going. So it is with the Imperial Russian censorship field, where practically anything that 
pops up in the civil area is cause for celebration. An early 1900s cover with a PROVYeRYaL marking on it 
was accordingly welcomed into the fold like the prodigal son, the fatted calf was slaughtered, and the partying 
went on for years. Room was made for it in the Skipton & Michalove (S&M) censorship catalog. 

That word PROVYeRYaL ('checked', or 'verified') was all the 'son' needed to establish his censorship bona 
fides at the door. After all, the term had been seen in WWI military censormarks ( e.g., S&M Irkutsk #4a & 
4b, Speeckaert #4-4b and S&M Vladivostok #7, Speeckaert #12 - figs 1 & la). And for civil censorship, the 
wardens of Rybinsk and Lenchitsa Prison used a form of the word on their censormarks (figs 2 & 2a), so what 
more proof of identity was needed? 

. :,,,.(y<f11/6t~·&+ptSto ,./,:·:: 
t: .. :: .. ::~;:'~:~:.: ... :,)13?,j 

Fig 1 

TTpoat.peHo Ha Bnalu>1-

B0CTOKc1<OM"f> BoeHHO

lleH3ypHOM'b n}'HKTt. 

Fig2 

UFOBtPElIO 
H.A l::IAlb}UU<OM"b Tlf)PI:,N\il 

Fig la 

HPYTCI(. 
B08H. U81-l3. 

B.J.&4S 
Fig2a 

When the first knock on the door was answered in 1967, the 'son' was standing on the steps to Andy Cronin's 
house (1): "I have a German illustrated postcard, sent from Breslau (Wroclaw) on 31 May 1903, to Loclz in 
Russian Poland ... The card bears ... an unframed two-line cachet, measuring 36x9mm, and reading in Russian 
'PROVERYaL PLOTsENNIK' ( 'Plociennik has verified'). Judging from the name, Mr Plociennik was a Polish 
official in the Russian Postal Service, who applied this cachet to mail from abroad which was checked to see 
if it had some objectionable feature." 

The same marking was featured in S&M (2) in Vol 1 p192, but here the hypothesis was that it indicated court 
or police censorship. Said hypothesis rested solely on these facts: 

- The Foreign Newspaper-and-Magazine Censorship Office (FNMCO) was using 'D.Ts.' (Dozvoleno 
tsenzururoi) markings at the turn of the century - no derivation of the word PROVYeRYaT had been seen in 
any of them from that period, and no FNMCO censor had EVER been recorded putting his name on any of 
those; 
- The FNMCO was also responsible for checking foreign picture postcards .(to guard against things like 

pornography and political slander), but no FNMCO has been recorded in Lodz. 
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Therefore it seemed unlikely that it was postal censorship of the sort reserved for printed matter alone, a la the 
FNMCO. Since the most important question - "Who says you're a censormark?" - wasn't asked, the 'son' 
was home free ... 

All of the above, of course, was nothing but heavy-duty guessing based on a huge sample of one small 
postcard. Worse, we had only Andy's description of the routing and a drawing of the marking; the cover itself 
was not illustrated in the Rossica article. This can now be remedied (fig 3) thanks to a major archaeological 
dig at the Cronin residence. That photocopy, though, plus the recent appearance of three other 'long-lost 
relatives', all claiming kinship to the first (figs 4-6), gives a serious tug on the censorship welcome mat 
beneath the 'son's' feet. 

_., 

:, ~' ;.= . 

Fig 3 - A Cronin collection 

Let's take Andy's cover first. It's coming from abroad and it's a picture postcard, showing the concert hall 
fountain and pool at the Breslau Zoological Garden. At first blush, this looks like FNMCO bait. Note, though, 
that it's addressed to a private citizen Miss Wanda Winkler somewhere in Lodz. Note too the black '25' 
stamped prominently in the middle. 

Next up is the marking on the 1902 postcard from Costa Rica in fig 4. It bears a strong family resemblance 
to fig 3, but whose family? Here again is a PROVYeRYAL PLOTSeNNIK. It's much smaller (22x10mm), and 
in violet, not black. Dated 26 March, the card passed through New York on 3 April, crossed the Atlantic and 
entered Russian Poland at Granitsa, after which a mailcar on the Kolyushki-Lodz line carried it to its 
destination on 4/17 April 1902. Like Andy's cover, thls one is incoming foreign mail, but it's a postal card, 
not a picture postcard, and therefore not subject to perusal by any FNMCO. It has two other noteworthy 
features in common with Andy's: 
1. An insufficient address: 'Oskar Schweikart, Russia, Lodz, Petrokov []Province]. 

(Again, NO street address). 
2. A two-digit number in black, this one '17'. 
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fig4 

Mr Plotsennik went through a fair number of handstamps in his work. Fig 5 shows the faint (23xl lmm) violet 
handstamp on the back of an 8 Jan. 1903 ordinary letter from Pabianitsy to Lodz (fig 5a). On this cover the 

/ 

address appears to be more complete than the others, but it may still have been insufficient, or incorrect. It 
introduces another handstamped number - '20' . 

14 
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fig 5 

Figs 6 & 6a destroy whatever shred of a claim to FNMCO status these markings might have had left - an 
INTERNAL registered letter from Pabianitsy in Petrokov Province to Lodz, dated 15 May 1901. Here's yet 
another of these markings, and now it seems Mr Plotsennik has a colleague - PROVYeRaL S. V/ShNEVSKII' . 
His black handstamp measures the same as the 1903 Plotsennik version. And there towards the upper right, 
lurks another two-digit number - '11' - also in black. A quick glance at the address bolsters the suspicion that 
something is fishy here - 'Mr S.Kh.TsYeSEL'SKII, [at the] Asphalt Works in Lodz.' No street address ... 

;,,~-~~ ~~< 

? \ 

. :4.:/.d~ ':~ ---;-,,e-<-<--;~p-~~~~~,:... 

· ,~._.,~ · · ;.·:; · i.-~--: · ~, · > . :· ·-' (tj--· ·=· r ... 
" . ,. 

·1,1,,.,,. ... , 

~ ·- ·' : 

-~6§•\;::::_'.\:-i1•:_/:: 

fig 5a 
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fig 6 

Since these handstamps were initially thought to be censormarks on the basis of the word PROVYeRYAL let's 
examine that word's link to WWI military censormarks and pre-WWI prison censormarks more closely. Upon 
inspection in both major censorship works (S&M and Speeckaert), those two Irkutsk and Vladivostok 
markings turn out to be two of only a pitiful few occurrences of ANY form of the verb PROVYeRYaT in WWI 
censormarks that we've seen thus far. PROSMOTRYeO, VSKRYTO, and DOZVOLENO make up the 
overwhelming majority of examples, with RAZRYeShENO or no verb form at all bringing up the rear. 
PROSMOTRYeNO wins hands down as the most popular verb in civil censormarks, and DOZVOLENO is the 
clear favourite in FNMCO postal censorship. Thus, PROVYeRYaT in actual censorship usage, civil or 
military, is the great exception, not the rule. 

From the linguistic and legal standpoints, this is not surprising. The terms 'read through' or 'examined' 
(PROSMOTRYeNO), or 'opened' (VSKRYTO), pack a greater semantic punch than a mere 'checked', or 
'verified' (PROVYeRENO). Any postal clerk could check something against a list, and be within his legal 
rights. 'Examining' something though, could only be done by an individual authorized to inspect the con1tnts 
of mail. In peacetime that authority was only granted to: 
- the police when they had obtained a writ from some court prosecutor*; 
- a court prosecutor, deputy or investigator pursuing a case; 
- 'konkurs' boards assigned to bankruptcy cases; 
- postal censors and Foreign Censorship Committee officials monitoring incoming foreign periodicals and 

books,and 
- customs officials. 

* ( of course, this applies to overt censorship; clandestine mail surveillance by black chambers, governors and 
local police was illegal, but widespread ad condoned. They didn't use handstamps to announce the fact they'd 
just snooped through someone's mail). 
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In wartime military censorship took over. Military censors had the authority to open, read, obliterate, permit 

or confiscate. They didn't need to 'check' . · 

We can fmd the word ):hough in· a chummy relationship with address-search offices. Take a look at fig 7, a 

German postcard with New Year's greetings sent on 1 Jan. 1904 (N.S.) to an individual in Moscow. The text 

reads, 'MOSCOW GENERAL POST OFFICE, reference: branch office ... , district..., not delivered because 

(the addressee departed. whereabouts unknown). Postman (Egorov). Checked (PROVYeRYaL) by Senior 

Official (signature) on (24 Decem.) 190(3).' It went back to Germany marked 'Retour//Parti.' The word pops 

up on other SPRAVKI as well, as demonstrated by the 1906 Tashkent tag in fig 8. 

fig 7 
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fig 8 
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Based on the above, I believe these Lodz PROVYeRYAL markings have no business cluttering up the Russian 
censorship_ field. because they're indications that address searches were performed. Moreover, those searches 
were successful. because none of these covers show any hint that they were returned to sender. (Compare with 
the SVYeDENII NYeT (No information) markings on St Petersburg and Petrograd mail). 

These 'prodigal sons' are moochers, and it's time for them to go back to where they belong - the Russian
Polish postal mark field. Despite their rude expulsion from the censorship home, these markings are still very 
rare, and they deserve to be treasured. Elsewhere. 

That leaves us with the question of what the two-digit numbers signify. Thus far, we have a grand total of 
four: 11, 17, 20 and 25. They do not appear to be numbers assigned specifically to either Plotsennik: or 
Vishnevskii, since three of them have been seen with Mr Plotsennik:. Moreover, the PROVYaRYaL 
PLOTsENNIK in figs 4 & 5 are in violet, whilst the 17 and 20 are in black. It doesn't make sense for one 
individual to use two different ink pads to splatter the same item of mail. 

It seems doubtful that they would have had anything to do wth the mailcars on the Kolyushki-Lodz line. The 
two Pabianitsy covers bear no mailcar transit mark, and neither do any of the covers shown by Jack Moyes in 
his article on this railroad route (4). 

So that leaves us with the Lodz post office itself. In fig 9, we have a 26 June 1903 picture postcard sent from 
Oitsov in Kyel'tsy Province via the Kolyushki-Lodz line to our old friend Wanda Wmkler. It too bears a black 
'25'. (It also seems to have a complete address). 

fig 9 
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It's possible that the numbers represent the people who did the actual address directory search, and our friends 
Plotsennik and Vishnevskii were supervisors who confirmed the accuracy of the search, but this hypothesis is 
challenged by the '25' in figs 4 & 9. On fig 3, the German form of Wanda Wmkler's correct address -
Petrikauerstr.249 - has obviously been written in by a hand not that of the sender. In fig 9, though, the Polish 
form of the address - Piotrkowska 249 - was put there by the sender. If it was the correct address, why would 
'25' have searched for it? 

They shouldn't be translator marks either, like the St Petersburg/Petrograd numbers identified by Dr Raymond 
Casey (5), because everything is in Polish, German or Russian. So we're rapidly running out of possibilities. 
For now, the guess is they're postal sorter numbers applied to ????mail, the St Petersburg red triangle ???or 
route numbers, but even these hypotheses are on rather shaky ground, because we should have seen more of 
them, both in terms of quantity and individual numbers. Lodz was a big, industrialized town that handled a 
lot of mail. 

Can anyone shed more light on these odd markings, or add to the confusion? 

(My thanks to Andy Cronin for the photocopies, and to Denys Voaden for some background information on 
Lodz). 
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Looking at Romanov Postal Stationery 

Leonard Tann 

It was in the Editorial of BJRP 77 (Dec 1994) that our previous editor, Ivo Steyn, pointed out that the subject 
of postal stationery had been sadly neglected - among other barely touched subjects - in our vast area of 
philatelic studies. Therefore, with the permission of our editor, I am embarking on presenting to our readers 
some notes on the range of postal stationery issued in conjunction with the historic Romanov stamp series. 
The stamps in their vast spectrum of study have stolen the limelight - the stationery being a 'poor relative'. 
Let us redress this now. 

Let me express sincere thanks to some fellow collectors who have so kindly allowed me to show items from 
their collections - as shown in the captions to illustrated items. 

These notes focus attention on the lk and 2k wrappers, which were intended for sending newspapers or light 
magazines. The lk wrapper was exclusively for in-town u~e. The 2k was for inter-town use. In both cases 
added stamps were permitted for heavier items, or to make up postage for items destined for outside those 
limited areas. Let it be said for ALL the Romanov stationery: there was only one printing. There was no 
shortage of the continuously-printed Arms type (and in my opinion, and in the opinion of other specialists 
consulted) the one printing made in late 1912 for issue with the stramps, was never supplemented. 

lk Peter the Great. Various shades of orange on buff paper. Inscription in 3 lines above the imprinted stamp. 
Sizes: Small size - 88 x 376mm; Larger size - 90 x 444mm. 

2k Alexander Il. Various shades of green on buff paper. Inscription in 3 lines above the imprinted stamp. 
Sizes: Small size - 134 x 376mm; Larger size - 180 x 444mm. 

In consulting the older authorities on sizes, there are minor variations. I have measured my own mint 
examples (fig 1). Prigara (Rossica, 1981 pages 57-58) quotes Ascher as well as his own measurements and 
does not record the lk Romanov wrapper in larger size. It is possible (with both mint and certainly used 
examples) that they have been cut by earlier collectors. In the case of used items, it is entirely possible that 
the user cut them to required specifications. Later collectors might have trimmed the unwanted foldover part, 
or kept just the imprinted stamp with postmarks, discarding the rest. 

It has to be stated that nicely-used examples of both wrappers are much less common than might be supposed! 
While in past decades they might have been valued in 'small change', those far-off days and far-away prices 
are long gone! Certainly wrappers neatly used with no added stamps should command fair premiums. And 
apart from postmarks of St Petersburg and Moscow, uses at otlier locations - particularly more distant or 
remote parts of the czarist empire - should add to their interest. 

It is my great pleasure to show a few very fine items (figs 2-12) of the lk and 2k Romanov wrappers - some 
with added postage. My sincere thanks to fellow-collectors: Misha Ercolini (USA), J~rgen Jensen (Denmark), 
John Myke (Canada), Raymond Pietruszka (USA) and George Henderson. 

There must have been examples of these wrappers used from more distant parts of the czarist dominions -
Trans-Caucasia, Trans-Caspia, Siberia, perhaps even from Russian posts in China. Much less likely (but still 
possible) are wrappers with postmarks of the TPOs, the most common types of which (on postcards and 
covers) would not even entitle them to anything by way of an extra premium - on wrappers would enhance 
their value. It is perhaps beyond the bounds of philatelic reality to imagine wrappers bearing postmarks of 
any of . the steamships - even the most common. Mention ought to be made of the use of the Romanov 
wrappers in Finland - where their use was highly exceptional. In addition to the subject of location, mention 
must be made of dates. We would expect usages to be in the 1913-14 period. Less likely is in the 1915-17 
period. But - as witnessed by one of the items shown - 1917-18 is still a possibility. Usage of any Romanov 
item in the Revolutionary period is unusual, wrappers at least equally so. 
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We have done no more here than open up the subject of Romanoy wrappers. All_of us would be delighted to see more examples, particularly as outlined above with different post:niarks, and ·of later dates. Collectors are encouraged to forward to the editor or to myself o~er examples to share with fellow-collectors. 

Mint examples of the wrappers 
in the two different sizes. 
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Collection; Leonard Tann. 
lk Romanov wrapper with added 

lk Arms stamp. Used locally in Petrograd, 
Petrograd 23-1-18. 

Collection; Leonard Tann. 
lk wrapper used locally at Narva, 10-10-14. 
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Collection; Michael Ercolini, USA. 
2k wrapper, Moscow to St. Petersburg. 
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Collection; Michael Ercolini, USA. 
2k wrapper plus 2k Arms stamp, pmk TOMSK 

17-6-13 to Warsaw Guberniya. 
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Both items - collection; ~chael Ercolini, USA · 

2k wrapper used within St. Petersburg. 
Posted at St. Petersburg/Nicholas Station. 
20-6-13. 

Small lk Peter I wrapper with added 
lk Arms stamp . 
Sent to Paris, faint pmk of Odessa 
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Collection; J0rgen Jensen, Denmark. 

Collection; John Myke, Canada. 
2k Romanov wrapper plus 2k Romanov stamp. 
Oval pmks 'St. Petersburg/Nicholas Station' 
8-12-13, to Berlin. 
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Collection; John Myke, Canada. 

/ .. 

lk Romanov wrapper plus lk Romanov stamp. 
Mitava to Revel. 
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Collection; Ray Pietruszka, USA. 
2k wrapper from TIFLIS to AMSTERDAM 

26-6-13 (year unclear) 
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Collection; George Henderson 
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While I intend to follow these notes with further notes on Romanov stationecy, allow me to 'jump the gun' and show 
this most interesting item (fig 13). It is from the collection of John Myke in Canada. It is a 20k Romanov envelope, 
the larger size, augmented with SR and lOR Arms stamps, perf issue. Registered at Petrograd, the postmarks are 
dated 8-5-22. Addressed to Novgorod, the receipt postmark on the reverse shows 'Novgorod 11-5-22'. · 

Such a remarkably late date for the use of a Romanov envelope - duly cancelled as this is - raises a question for our 
'inflationecy period' experts. What is the rate for this registered item at that date? Did the imprinted Romanov 20k 
index contribute to the postal rate, and if so at what 'multiple' of space value? While I have encountered Romanov 
stamps used in 1919 and 1920 - including in the first revaluation period, this is undoubtedly the latest date I have 
seen for a Romanov item. 
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Collection; John Myke, Canada. 20k Romanov envelope, plus 15R in Arms issues. Pmk . 
·Petrograd 8-5-22. Backstamped despatch from petrograd 9-5-22, receipt pmk of Novgorod 11-5-22. 
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Reverse. 

Petrograd despatch pmk 
9-5-22 

Novgorod arrival pmk 
· 11-5-22 . 
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The British Armoured Car Division in Russia 1916-1918: 
further information 

PE Robinson 

One of the nice things about philatelists is that they help one another with information and assistance for the 
benefit of research. And despite the occasional setback, sometimes it seems that circumstances conspire to 
help things along. 

I had just finished reading Peter Ashford's most interesting artice A British armoured car division in Russia 
1916-1918 in BJRP 80 when the telephone rang. A friend in Exeter; Andrew Pavey, had found an 
Aleksandrovsk postmark (on a postcard) which did not seem to be recorded in my book Siberia: Postmarks 
and Postal History of the Russian Empire Period. It soon became apparent that this Alexsandrovsk was not 
the one on Sakhalin Island, but the one in Arkhangel'sk region. The card had been sent to London in 
January 1916, and the message indicated thart it was sent by a member of the very armoured car division 
about which I had just been reading. A photocopy was duly received (illustrated here) and this revealed a 
3 kopek postal stationery card with · an additional lk Romanov adhesive, cancelled with a double-ring 
AJlEKCAHllPOBCKb APXAHS. postmark of 9 January 1916 (22 January, new style) and censored at 
Petrograd, with a nETPOfPA,D,b / 1 3KCn. transit mark. The message is interesting and reads: 

Dear B., 

Alexandrovsk 
Jan.21st 16. 

A p.c. to say I am quite safe and well although far away from anywhere. Am in a very quiet 
place which has only a few small stores in it & little stock which was snapped up on 
landing a few weeks ago. The climate is not as cold as you would expect & I still get very 
warm at drill although it takes place on a snow covered lake. Like nowhere on earlh here 
& shall be glad to get to some big town which I hope will take place some day as we are 
here for a good while I believe. Hope this will find you quite well. We get a very little 
news here. Will write you more as news is scarce. Have had no letters since leaving. Love 
to all. Yours H. Been chasing yet? 

Interestingly the card was sent via the Russian postal service, not by British field post. So it seemed that, 
rather unusually, there had been no British field post service for this division. 

Enter our Belgian friend and BSRP member, Eugene L.J.Lejeune. Still a very active philatelist at the age of 
93, Eugene served in the Belgian armed forces shortly after the First World War and has a keen interest in 
military postal history. He sent us a photocopy of an article from The Stamp Lover of September 1987 entitled 
The Royal Navy Air Service Armoured Car Squadron. Written by the magazine's Forces Postal History 
Correspondent, this very informative article was prompted by the then imminent sale (at a Robson Lowe 
auction) of a collection of covers, cards and original letters relating to three members of the expedition to 
Russia (these had originally been purchased at a house sale in Norfolk). The material in this collection 
conf"rrmed that the Russian postal service was used by the armoured car division "all the mail from Russia 
(except one cover) is either postal stationery, or has Russian stamps paying postage at the regular international 
rates, i.e. not concessionary". As the Russian government was responsible for paying the members of the 
division they would have had Russian currency and so would have been able to use the Russian postal service. 

Any further information about this interesting episode in the First World War would be most welcome. 
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Alexandrovsk 
• Jan 21st. 16 

DearB 

A p.c. to say I am quite safe and well, although far from anywhere. Am in a very quiet place which only 
has a few small stores in it & little stock which was snapped up on landing a few weeks ago. The climate 
is not as cold as you would expect & I still get very warm at drill although it takes place on a snow 
covered lake. Like nowhere on earth here & shall be glad to go to some ( other?) town which I hope will 
take place some day as we are here for a good while I believe. Hope this will find you quite well. we·get 
a very little news h_ere. Will write to you later as news is scarce. Have had no letters since leaving. 
Love to all Yours H. Been chasing yet? 
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A Bit more on 'Russian Perfins' 

George G Werbizky 

Peter Walker's article Russian Perfins is excellent in providing us with a great deal of data on a little 
researched subject. This is the first article that brings together essentially all that is known about Russian 
perfins and for a long time it will serve as a starting point for anyone wishing to continue to study this area. 
As it is said in the USA, I would like to add my 'five cents worth' to this subject. 

Exhibit 1: 
Whenever a postal item had to be handled by the two main systems in Imperial Russia, that of Zemstvo and 
State, a fee in terms of stamps would be raised (not all Zemstvos issued stamps, but that discussion is not the 

. topic here). Covers with State and Zemstvo stamps are fairly common; money orders are not. 
Fig 1 shows a money order sent from a village in Irbit Zemstvo, processed by the State post office in the town 
of Irbit on October 5, 1917, and received in Kiev on October 14 of the same year (receiving postmark is on 
the reverse, not shown here). The three 5 kop. arms type as well as the two Zemstvo stamps have punched 
holes. The 'n' has also a punched hole. That letter probably stands for' nOJlY'-IEHO' - received. It should 
be. noted that on the money order shown on BJRP 81 page 88 there is a handstamp reading •onJlALIEHb' -
paid. Apparently there was no fast rule as to how the execution of a money order is to be recorded - in addition 
to the recipients's signature. 

fig 1. a money order with punched stamps handled by the State and Zemstvo post 
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Exhibit 2: 
Fig 2 shows a 4 kop. stamp issued by the government of the Far Eastern Republic in 1921. Perforated letters 

'XK' are clearly discernible. In my collection I have the 2 and 5 kop. values, all mint, with the same 

perforated letters. In all probablility the 10 kop. value was also perforated and I simply do not have it. Thus 

we can extend the use of perfms from 1917 to 1921 and a bit later for Khabarovsk post office. The fact that 

the stamps are mint adds an interesting feature: apparently stamps were either pre-perforated to be used on 

money orders only, or are specimens. What do the 'XK' letters look like on Imperial stamps - same as Far 
Eastern Republic issue? 

fig 2. Far Eastern Republic mint 4 kop. stamp with 'XK' perforations. 
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A 'Greycoat' division postcard 

Ingert Kuzych 

According to the provisions of the Treaty of Brest-Livotsk (9 February 1918) and supplementary treaties and 
agreements, both Soviet Russia and the Central Powers (Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey) 
recognized Ukraine as a sovereign state. While Soviet Russia agreed to conclude a peace treaty with the Ukrainian 
National Republic and to withdraw pro-Soviet troops from Ukraine, the Central Powers agreed to return Ukrainian 
prisoners of war ( especially numerous in German and Austrian camps) and to equip them for any struggle that might 
take place with the Bolsheviks. 

Two army divisions, nicknamed the Synozhupannyky (Bluecoats) were formed from Ukrainian POWs in Germany. 
They arrived in Ukraine in March of 1918 but were disbanded on 36-37 April in Kovel (present-day Lutsk oblast) 
and in K yiv on the eve of the 29 April coup d'etat that ushered in the Hetmanate. 

Beginning in the latter half of February 1918, another military unit was culled from Ukrainian POWs in Austro
Hungarian camps. Stationed at Volodymyr-Volynsky (also in present-day Lutsk oblast) it came to be called the 
Sirozhupannyky (Greycoats) after the colour of its uniforms. Originally its title was the 1st Cossack-Riflemen 
Regiment; sometime after May 29 it became the 1st Cossack-Riflemen Division. In late May the size of the 
regiment was over 3,000 men and one of its units was the 1st Cossack-Riflemen Artillery Squadron. 

Locating any mail of the Bluecoats or Greycoats is extraordinarily difficult as a large percentage of the soldiers were 
illiterate or semi-literate. The illustrated card was sent to Lemberg (Lviv) in late May 1918 by a high-ranking 
Ukrainian (not one of the former prisoners) who was transferred to the Regiment from some other Austro
Hungarian regiment, in order to help form the new Division (fig 1). The datestamp is indistinct on the card and it 
is difficult to make out any cancel details. However, computer enhancement reveals the cancellation to be from the 
Austro-Hungarian fieldpost office HP167 (Hungarian Base Post Office No.167) and to have been mailed on 26 May 
(fig 2). HP167 opened in October of 1915 and closed in November of 1918. Probably due to extensive use the 
ornaments on either side of the number on datestamp HP167 became disfigured after December 1917; this unique 
disfiguration is evident on the card. The large cursive initials under CTPIJl. K03 . are made with a blue pencil 
and would appear to be a censor marking. 

Despite the agreement with the Ukrainian government, Austria-Hungary proved reluctant to trim over the 1st 
Cossack Division and · curtailed the movements of the men from Volodymyr-Volynsky. Only after lengthy 
negotiations and unrelenting Ukrainian insistence did the Austrians finally agree to release the Division to the 
Ukrainian jurisdiction under a special convention. Interesting details of the formal handover, which took place over 
a number of days, have been preserved. 

Following the inspection of the Division at Volodymyr-Volynsky on 26 August, the Ukrainian government 
appointee, Gen. Sokyra-Yakhontiv, took command. The force consisted of four infantry regiments, a field 
ambulance unit, divisional cavalry and a cannon division and transport; it was made up of 140 officers and 3,300 
combat soldiers. On 27 August, the day it began transferring to Kyiv, the Division took a solemn oath of allegiance 
to the Ukrainian State and Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky. On 1 September the Division held a formal parade before 
the Hetman in K yiv; from there it was moved to the Chemihiv region where it was stationed near Starodub and 
Konotop. 

The following is an excerpt of the description of the parade which took place in Katerynska Street Square in Kyiv, 
as reported in Visnyk Polityky, Literatury i Zhyttia No.37 p 514 and quoted in History of Ukraine 1917-1923 by 
Doroshenko: 

Shortly before 11 am various units of the Division briskly drew up at the square in the presence of ... [various 
German, Austrian, Hungarian and Hetmanate military officials]. 
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The Hetman arrived by car punctually at 11 am. As the Hetman approached the soldiers.presented arms and 
the Serdiuk Choir rendered the national anthem. The Hetman walked along the front columns of the Division 
and greeted the cossacks. A prayer service followed during which the Division chaplain spoke. The troops 
then saluted past the Hetman by smartly executing a ceremonial march-past. · 

The Hetman thanked the men with the following words: 'I greet you, cossacks, upon your return from 
captivity and happiness touches my innermost soul that God has helped you to return to your Fatherland, the 
Ukrainian State, which has been so impatiently awaiting you. Yours is the First Division of the Ukrainian 
Army, and I sincerely believe that the order I saw in your ranks on parade today will become the basis for the 
creation of our own mighty Ukrainian Army founded on a firm national foundation and upon strict discipline. 
Pray remember always that upon discipline in our army, as in every army, rests the might and the power of 
our State. Again I thank you for the disciplined order that I witnessed today in your parade and for your 
sincere readiness to serve our State to the utmost of your strength. For the glory and prosperity of the 
Ukrainian State let's all shout with feeling our cossack call 'Slava' !' 

The Hetman's words were greeted with a spontaneous and prolonged storm of 'Slava .. .' And so was 
established Ukraine's first military division of the twentieth century. 

I wish to extend my sincerest thanks to Peter Cybaniak for providing me with such fine computer-enhanced 
copies of this postcard and considerable information about the Greycoats. In addition, I need to recognise 
Chris Ceremuga, John-Paul Himka and Val Zabijaka, all of whom were helpful in assisting me track down 
additional information for this article. 

1. Slava - literally 'glory' is an expression used as a shout of joy, triumph or applause, similar to the way 
'hurrah' is used in English. 

References: 
1. Cybyniaj (Peter) Letters to Ingert Kuzyck dated 9 August and 6 September 1998 

2. Doroshenko (Dymtro) History of the Ukraine 1917-1923, Vol 2 The Ukrainian Hetman State of 1918. 
(Toronto, The Basilian Press, 1973) 

3. Krypiakevych (Ivan)et al 08/12/98 History of the Ukrainian Armed Forces. (Wmnipeg, Ivan 'fyktor, 2nd 
ed 1953) [in Ukrainian] 

4. Magocsi (Paul Robert): A History of Ukraine. (Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1996). 
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Three 1921 covers with PSB and Control Stamps 

Terry Page 

The purpose of. this short article is to show and discuss three interesting covers bearing Imperial Control or 
Postal Savings Bank stamps authorised for use as postage by the RSFSR on 15 August 1921. The eight 
Control values, ranging from 25 kopeks to 100 rubies and the three low value PSB stamps (previously 
withdrawn from sale in late 1915) were authorised as a contingency measure to supplement shortages of 
normal stamps: these would have been the late printings of the revalued arms-type stamps and the new Soviet 
adhesives which were issued in August and September. It should be recalled that PSB stamps had previously 
been authorised for postage during two. earlier periods: in 1918 at face value and in 1920, at 100 times face. 
Both PSB and control stamps had also seen temporary postal service in Turkistan in 1918 when stocks of 
regular stamps ran out. Morover, there was to be a final period of general usage at one million times face in 
1923. The provisional nature of these stamps is emphasised, for although it was determined centrally that they 
would have normal franking value of 250 rubies irrespective of face, their . postal usage was officially 
discouraged on letters (see Ceresa 1996). They are more frequently found on parcel cards and money transfer 
forms which did not require the stamps being handed over to the general public who might have found their 
status confusing. Usage at the 250 ruble rate continued until September 1992 by which time hyperinflation 
had rendered these stamps virtually useless. 

Fig 1 is a picture postcard franked with a copy of the (lOr) red control stamp, mailed at Petrograd on 30 
November and received at Borovsk (Kaluga Gub.) some five days later. The 250r. rate is that of an ordinary 
internal letter whereas one would perhaps expect a franking at the 100 ruble postcard rate. This is a little 
perplexing since lOOr. stamps would almost certainly have been available at Petrograd. My thanks to 
Raymond Ceresa who suggested that the card may have been treated as a letter since there was probably a 
restriction on the number of words which could be written at the special postcard rate. He reminded me that 
many years ago, here in Great Britain, only five words were allowed on a picture postcard at the penny rate. 
It is, perhaps, also worth noting the pristine condition of this 77 year-old card which is perfect in every respect. 

r- . . .. '· ~._, " ·1 
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fig 1 
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Fig 2 is a money letter which contained 5,000 rubies. It was mailed at Viatka on 22 November and arrived at 
Ekaterinoslav on 3 December. The franking value of the (lk) red PSB stamp augmented by the Soviet lOOr. 
yellow amounts to 350r. Given that the ordinary letter rate was 250r. this equated to a supplementary 
insurance charge of 2% 

Interestingly, the envelope has been improvised, with some skill, from a redundant Imperial lk red po~qtl 
stationery wrapper. One can speculate on whether the post office _clerk at Viatka was responsible for this re
cycling effort . 

I .. 
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fig 2 
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Fig 3 is another insured letter which left Kharkov on 26 October and arrived at Moscow on the 30th where it 
received the elusive CDS of the 8th Expeditsia Money Despatch Office. The franking is similar to the item 
described above, but with a (3r.) green control stamp in combination with a lOOr. Soviet issue, this time, in 
this case, a minimum charge rather than a pro-rata percentage. 
Incidentally, I believe this is the first money letter franked with a control stamp, to be formally recorded. 

, .. 

fig 3 
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fig 3 

As a final note, an interesting observation can be made concerning the wax seals gracing the reverse side of 
the above two insured letters. In earlier times, the large central seal was that of the particular Imperial post 
office accepting the item. This and the four small seals were applied in the presence of the sender to verify 
that the contents were as declared. Occasionally the four small seals were of private design, and probably 
applied by the sender at the post office counter using a signet ring. Always, however, the central seal was 
official. On these and other early Soviet insured letters, all the seals, including that in the centre are similarly 
private, suggesting that the post office simply witnessed the formality of sealing rather than legally 
participating as a party to the process. 
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A Letter to Beria 

Peter A Michalove 

The letter shown here has a number of surprising features. Mailed from Tbilisi on 11 February 1939, it is 
backstamped at Moscow on the 15th. The most immediately conspicuous feature of the cover is the framed 
Georgian/Russian cachet to the left reading 8m~3lw,~~nb / nPABMTE/lbCTBEHHOE (GOVERNMENTAL 
MAIL). The letter is registered and the franking pays the correct rate of 60 kopeks for a domestic letter, so 
governmental mail was apparently not exempt from the usual postage charges. This is the only example I have 
seen of the Georgian cachet for official mail. 

In fact, the letter is addressed to a very prominent governmental official, Lavrenti Pavlovich Beria (1899-
1953), the then chief of the NKVD, the Soviet secret police. Beria had been appointed first deputy chairman 
of the NKVD in August 1938 and then promoted to chief in November, replacing Nikolai Ezhov. Ezhov, who 
had lead the NKVD through the worst of the purges was forced to take responsibility for the purges by losing 
his job and not too long after, his life. 

Even after going to Moscow to take up the NKVD post Beria continued to be involved in Georgian affairs; it 
is not surprising that he would receive governmental correspondence from Tbilisi during this time. 

Beria was an ethnic Megrelian from Georgia; he rose to prominence in the Georgian political police and later 
became Georgian Communist Party chief, largely by latching on to Stalin's coat-tails. Stalin himself, although 
born in Georgia, spent much of his later life trying to become thoroughly Russianized; when Beria became 
chief of the NKVD in 1938 he was the only other Georgian to hold a prominent position in the Soviet 
government. Still, Stalin sometimes spoke Georgian with Beria in the presence of other Politburo members, 
who were terrified at what the Georgians might be saying about them. 

In a regime filled with distasteful sorts, Beria is universally seen with particular loathing as an unprincipled 
sycophant who had a great deal of blood on his hands. In particular, he was responsible for the especially 
brutal implementation of the purges of the mid- l 930s in Georgia; _and later for the deportation of tens of 
thousands of people from the Baltic republics in 1940-41. This cover does not appear to have any bloodstains 
on it, but ... 

Beria's position did not long survive his patron. The power struggle that broke out upon Stalin's death, or 
even before it, brought Krushchev and at first Malenkov to power at the expense of Beria. Beria was arrested 
in June 1953 for allegedly attempting to seize power and, according to official reports, was executed in 
December of that year. However there is some speculation that he may have been shot even earlier, possibly 
as soon as he was arrested. 

There is an excellent recent biography of Beria by Amy Knight: Beria: Stalin s first lieutenant, (Princeton 
University Press, 1993) 
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International Stamp Show - Harburg '98. 
On the Theme of Classical Russian Philately 
by Terry Page 

This show, which took place on Sunday 1 November, was a joint venture by the recently fonned German Society for 
Classical Russian Philately and the thriving local philatelic society of Harburg, a city within the bustling Hamburg 
conurbation. It was a brave and successful attempt, proving that with good planning, a well-focused locally Ol'g3Dised 
event can attract ·significant international support. In attendance were 44 Russian philatelists from six natiom, 11 
specialist dealers including four from Russia (and our own member, 'Irevor Pateman) and one institution, the Hamburg 
Philatelic librmy. 1bere was a day-long bourse which attracted as many as 240 local visitors who each paid a small 
fee for their own place at one of the long trading tables. The display was an all Russian affair, with no less than 
140 frames of high quality stamps, covers and ancilliary items. To claim that it was amongst the best exhibitions of 
Russian philatelic material ever assembled under one roof, would be no exaggeration. 

Since there were no less than 33 quality displays (including three in the form of colour photocopies) from some 22 
different contributors, it is impossible to do justice to them all here. The writer, acconlingly, apologises for any 
omissions or undue subjectivity in this commentmy on the exhibits within the seven classes which made up the 
exhibition. 

***** 

1. s~ of the Imperial Post 
34 frames . of classical material encompassing all issues, with first class comprehensive exhibits from Wolfgang 
Kaufmann, Martin Siegler and Paolo Bianchi. There were fine War Charity studies from Ortwin Greis (1914-15 iswe) 
and Michael Kuhn (1904) who also showed the 1908-23 Anns issue section of the Pohl collection. Dieter Bettner 
rounded off with a fine display of 'Use Abroad' material from Levant & China. 

2. Postal Stationezy 
It was encouraging to see such good material in what has, alas, become a neglected and under-rated field This section 
~ted of 26 frames starting with a very fine and comprehensive eight-frame offering by Ebetbardt Wille. Thno 
Bergholm, from Fmland, showed five frames of the first issue, a fabulous nm-through: it would appear that there are 
enough beautiful eagles in the far north to make any twitcher happy! Ortwin Greis displayed charity envelqJes 
(~ Ismail, Poltava) and Zemstvo issues and Arnold Ryss, from Moscow, showed four weighty frames of the 
scarce stamped charity advertising envelopes issued under royal command by the Maria Feodorovna Institute in 1898. 

. - . 

3. Registration · 
The 2.akaznoe 'doyen', Hany von Hofmann, offered us all a chance to view his sublime eleven-frame display of 
registered covers.' Nice to see some _of those automatic machine marlcings 'in the flesh' : A futher three frames of 
2.emstvo R covers from Ortwin Greis provided the icing on the cake. 

4. The 2.emstvo Posts and Wenden . 
A total of 21 frames, mostly consisting of fine and rare material, were included in this section. Teny Page showed his 
fiv~frame display of the Moscow and Poltava provinces feanning key (and sometimes unique) items, from all 17 
districts. Ortwin Greis offered a further five frames of original sheets from the Baughman collection written-up by 
Albert Gold, the philatelic power behind the Baughman throne. Karl Ludwig Leonhardt gave us a highly concentrated 
frame of rarities, including the enigmatic 'Alatyr No.1 ', a legendary stamp whose rarity makes the Mauritius Post 
Office issue seem almost coinmon! Greis and Leonhardt also presented a combined frame. of scarce used postal 
stationecy including lovely covers from Luga and Ustsysolsk. Dr Wedekin Eggers showed his scholarly display of the 
WendenTown Post; eight frames, with lashings of covers, sheets, proofs, the lot! 
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5. Postal markjn28 
These 23 frames were dedicated to postmarlc studies with St PetersbUig 1766-1914 coming across in great strength: 
seven well-researched frames on the city from Wolfgang Meyer and a further five from Gustav Kerber. TIDlO Berllolm 
showed three frames of railway markings, Hans Dietrich obliged with another six of WWI mutes and Philip Robinson 
illustrated interesting source material used in his writings. Polish enthusiasts were not forgotten as the section was 
completed by twelve sheets of killer and arrival postmarlcs from Warsaw, contributed by Michael Kuhn. 

6.RSFSR 
The organisers' definition of classical Russian Philately wisely extends right up to the formation of the USSR, thus 
including both the last Arms reprints and the contemporaneously used Soviet issues. Eight frames of inflation covers 
submitted by Wolfgang Leupold represented the (somewhat mathematical) philately of this historic period with its 
wide amty or rates and revaluations. 

7. Other items, Cinderellas, Maps, Rarities and Literature 
A pot-pourri of material, consisting of three fOW'-frame displays, with some very fine items. Fll'Stly, a study by George 
Murdoch of paper seals used by local authorities at various levels, with provinces, Zemstvo districts ands town 
included. There followed an unusual exhibit of ecclestical mail from Moscow 1830-1918, shown by Eugen 
Saschenkov, himself from that city. The final fom frames were devoted to maps, documents and rarities, with 
contributions from a number of collectors. There were two fine Russia No.1 covers including the earliest recorded, 
postmarked on 31.12.1857 shown by Paolo Bianchi, and an overweight commercial lketter franked with two copies 
from Ortwin Greis. The latter also displayed rare postal stationery items including one of the fom recorded Michel P3 
postcards, in used condition. Zemstvo rarities on display included breathtaking Atkarsk from Paolo Biachi complete 
with Chuchin / Schmidt No.l (ex Buckley, RRRR and probably unique!). Terry Page displayed rare covers including 
a Tlkhvin / Fmland combination (one of three recorded Zemstvo items with Fmnish stamps), Yarensk (with civil 
censor) and a Yelets letter sheet from the post office to Wtlliam Lincoln with available Zemstvo stamps illustrated by 
hand. Finally, there were two glazed showcases of Russian philatelic literature, lovingly assembled from a number of 
sources by lngo Susmihl. Some rare and desirable tomes, and for the writer, it was a special delight to see the 
beautifully bound volumes of the historic Schmidt and Faberge Zemstvo worlc. 

***** 

The importance and rarity of much of the material on display at Harbwg should now be very evident, however, as with 
any philatelic gathering, the displays and the dealers' stocks are only part of the total experience. The event took place 
in what appeared to be the ballroom of a large gasthaus, a good setting for two friendly and informal get-togethers over 
dinner both on Satutday and Sunday. Inevitably as soon as the food was finished, briefcases were opened and material 
exchanged hands briskly. Small groups huddled together over a beer to discuss the merits of this or that cover, or to 
add yet another spin to some popular piece of philatelic gossip. Wives, pethaps used to it all, tried not to look bored, 

however they had not been neglected. .. Spouses visiting Hamburg were offered their own well-planned programme 
including a tour of the historic town hall and a visit, fortuitously, to an important exhibition of 20th centmy Russian 
painting. Competent and thoughtful organisation by Mrs Karin Greis ensured that the ladies enjoyed a good day out 

Despite the constraints of a low financial budget, the show was a great success in every sense,and the mganisers have 
every reason to feel proud and pleased. All involved in putting on the event deserve to be congratulated and a special 
mention is due to Dr Ortwin Greis, editor of the Journal of Classical Russian Philately, who spent a lot of time and 
effort in getting it right Moreover, the organisers were very fortunate in being able to rustle-up a small army of helpers 
from the Hamburg Philatelic Society who gave up their Sarurday afternoon and Sunday morning to move furniture and 

set up dozens of display frames; all with great teutonic efficiency! From the perspective of a British visitor it was 
encomaging to witness the dedication which widerpins the strength and dynamism of Russian philately in Germany. 
I feel quite sure that this event will not be last from om Gennan friends. 
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Letter to the Editor 
from John Whiteside 

The notes that follow were written to a society member with a particular interest in Baltic States to attempt to 
clarify some of the information contained in Journal 81. 

I think it may be useful to consider three things: firstly, a potted history of the Russia silver ruble currency, 
secondly, a mention of the Albertthaler used in Courland and, especially Riga, then finally the meaning of and 
as much history as I can find on 'assignat' rubies. 

1. Silver money 
My first note on a silver ruble is that of 1755, which until 1763, had a pure silver content of 20.6782g. 
Relating this to the French franc of 1800, it was worth 4.60 francs, or about 3n ½d sterling. 
From 1763, the silver content was reduced and in 1798 and 1810 there were changes in the actual weight and 
fineness of silver of the ruble, but the pure silver content remained at 17.9907 to 17.9951g. This gave a value 
of almost exactly 4.00 francs, or just under 312d. sterling. Small changes in minting standards occurred in 
1839 and 1886, but the silver content of the ruble remained the same until 1914. 

With the decline in the price of silver from 1865, there was eventually a fall in the value of the silver ruble. 
I think this took place between 1886 and 1889, but it was enshrined in law in 1899. 10 old rubies became 15 
new ones, so the ruble was now worth 2 '2/3 francs or just over '2/ld. sterling. It is worth mentioning that the 
Finnish markka remained equal to the French franc and did not change. 

A reference I have, published in London in 1783, gives various sub-divisions of the ruble as:- 2 poluscas=l 
denusca; 2 denuscas=l kopek; 3 kopeks=l altin; 10 kopeks=l grivener; 25 kopeks=l polpotin; 50 kopeks=l 
poltin; 100 kopeks=l ruble; 2 rubles=l chervonicz. The denusca must be the denga, and it can be seen that 6 
denuscas=l altin. This reference is otherwise rather suspect, as it gives the value of the ruble as 4/6d. sterling. 
This I think was the value of the Peter the Great ruble of 1721, which had been changed twice as above in 
Elizabeth's and Catherine's reigns. · · 

2. The Albertus or Albertthaler 
This was a very old coin that seems to have originated in the Spanish Netherlands in 1579. It seems to have 
a kind of standard in central Europe for about the next 100 years and then began to circulate further east from 
1700 and became the standard coin in what is now Estonia and Latvia, when these were recovered from 
Sweden on 1715 after the demise of Charles xn. · 

Its pure silver content was 24.351g. so it was worth 5.41 French francs, or about 413d. sterling. It was also at 
silver content, worth 1.35 silver rubies, or 135 kopeks. A reference I have of 1799 equates it to 125-130 
kopeks. 

It was divided, among other small units, into 80 ferdings, or more importantly 90 groschen. Thus 90 groschen 
equalled 135 kopeks on a silver basis, so 1 groschen=H kopeks. I arri unaware if this currency was ever used · 
for expressing postal charges, I suspect not, but if it was the 1 : 1 ½ ratio might possibly be significant. 

The above is from a reference of 1840. An earlier one, a French one of 1812, quotes the value of the Albertus 
twice as 5.48 francs, for Courland and for Riga. The final mention of this unit that I have is in 1852, where 
at Riga, old agreements in Albertthaler are to be reckoned at 100 Albertthaler=126 silver rubies. 
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3. 'Assignat' rubies and copper coinage. 
The paper money rubies (Assignats) first appeared in 1769 in Catherine the Great's reign and at first were 
equal to silver rubies. At about the same time as a copper coinage provided the kopek denominations. 

Beginning in the 1780s these depreciated against silver. In 1789 the assignat was 2/6d. sterling, then 2/4 ½ and 
by 1798 it was 1/10½, so silver rubies were 169 assignat rubies. In 1812 this had become 100 silver to 194 
assignats. After then the decline intensified and by 1820 the ratio was 100 silver=400 assignats. 

For the next 15 years it seems to have remained at the level of 100 silver to 400 assignats, or improved slightly, 
indeed in the late 1820s a legal ratio of 100 silver to 300 assignats was established. In commerce, a ratio of 
100 silver to 375 assignats was the usual reckoning. 

The final change was in 1839 when the ratio was fixed at 100 silver to 350 assignats - for now and always. 
From 1843, the use of assignats was prohibited, except for agreements already drawn up, such as mortgages 
etc. 

I do hope this will . help. I think it will, as the article in BJRP 81 page 18 should now be a bit more 
comprehensible. The law of 1840 effectively converts from assignats to silver at 4: l. It is worth referring to 
BJRP 75 page 20, where the ratio of 6 : 1 assignats to silver apparently used for foreign mail is described with 
justification as 'artificially inflated'. 

Finally you may care to look at the cover described as Figure 2 on page 23 of BJRP 81. 505 rubies assignats 
+ 1 ruble 10k silver, converted at 3.60 : 1, to 3 rubies 96k assignats + 14k copper - total 509 rubies 10k 
assignats. 

These notes have been compiled by studying a number of references on monetary history and exchange.· 
Th!! main ones are items published in London in 1783 & 1799, Paris 1812, Brussels 1840, Leipzig 1852, and 
London 1908 & 1911. I hope they will provide a rough guide to what is a rather complex story, especially the 
question of assignat rubies. 
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Obituaries 

Terry Archer 1923-1996 

Terry Archer was a big man in every sense of the word. 
Tall and muscular and with a big heart, he was 
gregarious, hospitable, friendly and self-confident. 
Anyone who knew Terry could not fail to like him. 

Terry was born in London, but he lived in New 
Zealand for 50 years. The fact that he never bothered 
to renew his British passport indicates how much he 
took his adoptive country to his heart; in many ways 
Terry was more kiwi than the kiwis. He put a great deal 
of effort into his philately, as with everything else he 
did, and he enjoyed life immensely as a result. Apart 
from philately Terry's great love was music and he was 
very active in the local music world. Terry was very 
badly injured in a road accident in 1981, which 
tragically caused the death of his wife, but against all 
the odds he survived to lead a normal life. He took 
diabetes, heart trouble and the loss of a lung in his 
stride, and even when cancer was diagnosed in March 
1996 he never let it get him down. In the end it was 
nothing short of a major heart attack that finally took 
Terry from us in November 1996 

Terry was Secretary and Treasurer of the Australia & New Zealand Society of Russian Philately for ten years 
from its inception in 1986, and he put all his energy into these honorary appointments. Largely self-educated, 

, Terry had to work hard to understand the stamps and covers that he was collecting, and it could be said that 
he ~ght have chosen an easier subject than Russia. The fact that he didn't was typical of Terry. Terry spent 
a lot pftime working for the ANZSRP and corresponding with its members. During two visits to New Zealand 
I enjoyed his hospitality at Snells Beach. We would talk philately into the early hours, but I must confess I 
·was just as interested to hear Terry's stories of working as a paramedic in Vietnam, as an engineer in Auckland 
or as an ambulanceman in London and Rotorua. 

Terry did not try to form a large collection of Russia, but he obtained a great deal of enjoyment from collecting 
Russian stamps and postal history, and studying every aspect of what he had. Writing to correspondents in 
Russia, he would occasionally receive a reply in Russian and would try hard to understand it - usually 
succeeding. He enjoyed his philately and enjoyed sharing it with others. 

Rest in peace Terry, we are all thinking of you. 

P.E.R. 
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Obituaries 

John Homersham 1929-1997 

To many of us in the Society, John Homersham will be remembered as a stalwart Zemstvo collector. He loved 
this aspect of the hobby and was keen to share his knowledge with his philatelic colleagues. His other interests 
embraced Oxford college stamps and a number of thematic and ephemeral subjects including Alice in 
Wonderland, Leonardo da Vmci and dog stamps and postcards. John was also an avid book collector, his main 
interest lying in the various translations of the . Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam, a poem he dearly loved. His 
expertise was such that book dealers often consulted him for advice. 

John spent 35 years in the shipping industry, working at the Hull offices of Ellerman Wilson Line before 
joining the Public Relations Department of the Humberside Police Force from where he retired in 1994. He 
was the longest serving member of the Hull and District Philatelic Society, an active committee member and 
their honorary auditor for many years. He had completed a year as President of ~at society only a few months 
before his death. 

Following an invitation from our society, John had agreed to show some of his Zemstvo treasures to members 
at the London meeting in January 1996. Unfortunately, however, after much preparation, a severe snow storm 
disrupted the railway system forcing John to cancel his display at very short notice. The event was eventually 
rescheduled for November 1997 but sadly John was once more unable to be with us in London. He died 
peacefully after a short illness on 30th October. 

John had been a member of the Society for many years and will be sadly missed, especially by this writer who 
shared with him many a 'Zemstvo' problem in the course of numerous friendly telephone conversation~. 
These were always tempered by his helpfulness and good humour. 

His ashes were scattered at Swaledale, in the Yorkshire Dales where he spent many happy holidays with his 
wife Dorothy and their two sons. 

T.P. 
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Library notes and reviews 

by George Henderson, Hon Lib~arian 

Journal of Russian ·Philately, No 1, July : 1998 

Published by the Society for Classical Russian Philately 
Editor Dr Ortwin Greis, Bevenser Weg 2, D-21709 Hamburg, Germany. 
e-mail: greis@tu-harburg.de 

This is the first issue of a journal which is to be published twice-yearly by this newly-formed society. The 
scope of the society, and therefore of the journal, is the pre-stamp period, Imperial Russia, the RSFSR and all 
related subjects. This journal includes articles which cover a wide range of topics, as follows: 

New Considerations of Registration Machines in Russia, by Harry von Hofmann 
VOKSAL Postmarks of the Second Kind, by Philip Robinson 
P3 Stationery Postcards from 1875, by Ortwin Greis, Lothar Eisold and Jean Walton 
Imperforate stamps of 19th Century Imperial Russia, By Zbigniew S Mikulski 
Plating and Transitional Block of Wenden Mi. No 8, by Wedekin Eggers 
The Puzzle of Postal Rates in December 1922 in Russia, by Martin Siegler 
Comments on the ROPiT Jubilee in 1907, by Dieter Bettner . 

There are also reviews, informative editorial notes/commentary etc. Note that the term 'Postmarks of the 
Second Kind' refers to 'non-railway VOKSAL postmarks', and 'Transitional Block' refers to lithographic 
group transfers. 

The standard of production and printing (on silk-finish paper) is excellent, each article having high-quality 
illustrations. Those accompanying Z S Mikulski's article stand out as they are in colour, and therefore show 
the early perforate stamps in all their natural colours. This new venture in Russian philatelic literature cannot 
be praised too highly. Although this inaugural journal is written in German, there are brief abstracts of the 
articles in English. Together with the illustrations and tabular information, even the non~German speaker can 
obtain useful information from the journal. 

Future issues will be bi-lingual, so that both German and English speakers will be able to derive equal benefit 
from the articles published. 

The Germans are to be congratulated on this new venture. Every Russia collector should 'watch this space'. 

(Review contributed by Philip Robinson) 
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Imperial Russian Place-Names 

When I wrote to Gary Combs early in 1998, for a copy of his Cumulative list 1858-1916 of Imperial Russian 
place-names, he made the amusing comment that it had been published in 1993 and what sort of librarian was 
I? Yes, of course I had missed the review in Journal 74, but where are all the UK collectors of postmarks who 
should have demanded a copy in the five year interval? Now, at last, it is here and has already been in use by 
members. It is, of course a 'forward sort' derived from the 'reverse sort' produced by David Skipton in 1984, 
which amalgamated c20,000 place names in nine official lists published between 1858 and 1916. Our thanks 
are due to both these St .. lrhanovites for these two astonishing lists. 

Is anyone, anyone contemplating similar lists for the Soviet Union? 

Catalogue of North Korean postal stationery, 1947-1961. Compiled by Gregory Todd, with thanks to 
Koh Seow Chuan, 1997. 46 pages. 

Is there a member anywhere puzzling over a postcard or other postal stationery item, with an imprinted stamp 
resembling the Russian military decorations series of the 1940s but with an inscription looking like a mixture 
of Japanese and Hebrew? If so, he probably has an item from North Korea issued during the 1950s. 

Gregory Todd, with the assistance of Koh Seow Chuan, has produced a catalogue of these little-known - and 
extremely scarce items; eighty one cards, envelopes and letter sheets are described in detail and • over sixty 
illustrated, some in colour. This is material for the dedicated specialist and price indications range from 
US$30 to US$1,500, with the majority between US$200-400. NOT in the BSRP library, but available from: 
Gregory Todd, PO Box 111, Lymington, Hants, SO41 6JZ, at £13.75 or US$22. 

Tannu Tova 

With the kind assistance of Mr Gwyn Williams I have been able to discover the source for philatelic 
information about this almost incredible country. We now have: 

Blekhman (S M): The postal history and stamps of Tova, translated by Ron Hogg, 
1997; published by the Tannu Tova Collectors Society in the USA. 
and Backman (Anders): Tova 2000 stamp catalogue: Catalogue of Tova stamps 1926-
1944, 1994-1995, published in Sweden in 1998. 

These acquisitions close a gap in the Library's collections; to my surprise I note that no fewer 
than forty members include Tannu Tova in their declared interests. 

Fringe of the fringe. 

For those who collect the outlying areas of Russian philately, the Austrian Stamp Club of GB has published: 

Dubniak: (R) and Cybaniak(P): The Austro-HungarianArmy in the Ukraine: Censor handstamps 1914-
1918. 

The book contains a brief account of the Ukrainian Legion and of the censor marks used on its mail. Then 
follow illustrations of postcards and covers mailed and censored at 24 different towns in Ukraine; captions are 
in English but descriptions of towns - and naturally - the text written on the postcards are in Ukrainian. The 
majority of censor marks were in German, as the Austrians insisted that the Legion was part of the Austrian 
army. 
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Markovitch 

The Emile Markovitch collection of some 12,000 vignettes was offered for sale by Cherrystone in June 1998. 
With admirable regard for those unable to raise the upset price of $45,000, the auctioneers offered a set of°, 
photocopies of the collection. Thanks to our member Reg Hindley who alerted me to this, I was in time to 
order a set - and four days later they were on my desk. The photocopies suffer from the usual defects: they 
are in black and white; some pages have reproduced ve-ry badly; the writing up is on some pages too faint to 
read; but the whole set of 1,000 sheets has provided an invaluable record of this unique collection. 

R~ian workers in Germany, World War II 

A grim chapter in the lives of many thousands of Russians is reflected in: 

Werbizky (G G): Ostarbeiter mail in WWII; published in New Jersey by Heritage 
Publishers in 1996. 

Russians, Belorussians and Ukrainians were forced into slave-labour in Germany during the war; in his 
introduction, George Werbizky gives a detailed account of the life of these 'Ostarbeiters', derived partly from 
their correspondence but also from conversations with some of the few survivors. The main part of the book 
contains illustrations of documents relating to Ostarbeiters and of letters and postcards written and posted by 
them - mostly from the author's own collection. The whole text is in both English and Russian. 

Russian aviation research 

Early in 1998 I was able to fill a gap in the resources of the Russian Aviation Research Group - a section of 
Air-Britain (Historians) Ltd- by supplying a photocopy of an item in the library. In return the Group's leader 
has sent me a few examples of the type of material they have on file, with the promise to help any of our 
members who have problems regarding Russian aviation. 

The papers received include a variety of reports on the Vladivostock-Spassk Air Mail Flight in 1923, and 
another on the beginning of civil aviation in the Ukraine. If any members wish to avail themselves of this 
offer, please write to me in the first place and I will forward their requests. 
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